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I've pictured that moment for seven years.

Every detail, I dreamt of— every word I was supposed to say, every

look, every touch is what kept me going. Is what kept me away from

countless ledges, from walking into oceans just to drown over and

over because a lifetime of dying a million times would have been

better than facing what I had become. When the waves touch my

toes, I hear her voice. I hear my father, Lara, talking— laughing

around the dining table. We didn't have much but It felt like the

universe and more.

The last thing I remember of her were the tears in her eyes, her nails

digging into the skin of my arms begging me not to go. She was so

small, so broken and afraid to watch these big scary men drag me

away. She held on with all her might that my father had to pry her o

before she could complete drawing a flower onto my palm, she used

to do that when we were afraid, in the dark of the night when the

branches would scratch against the window pretending to be

monsters she'd draw a flower onto my palm with the tip of her finger.

That was the girl i le  behind.

I used to think I'd be able to come home someday, when everything

was over, fuelled by some torturous delusion that there actually is an

end to something like me— to someone like me. I pictured it so

clearly, walking through the doors and she'd be in my arms, the

biggest smile on her face— maybe even tears. We'd sit by a fire and

she'd tell me the stories of all i had missed and i'd forget everything

else. All the years of cold isolation, of blood dripping from my

fingertips, of monstrous looks begging me for mercy like I was the

grim reaper coming to drag them to the pits of hell.

I could be me, or whatever was le  of it.

I saved it for her.

I never, in a million years expected that I'd have nothing le  to come

home to. That it wasn't just me I wouldn't recognize, that it'd be her

too. I didn't want to turn around, not in that lab, with those incessant

machines and flickering lights. If I turn around, I'm afraid that every

memory I had held onto for the past seven years would be buried by

the truth. The truth that I fought for nothing, that I have nothing. The

moment I turn around is the moment Lara's memory becomes

tainted— and I wasn't sure I'd ever be ready to let go.

"Lara." I breathe out shakily, my eyes closing in pain as her footsteps

ring closer.

"That's not my name." She replies, her once warm voice was now

rough, hoarse, hostile— like she had been screaming for years and I

couldn't hear it.

"Please don't do this." I plead, slowly turning around with my eyes

still tightly shut. She's getting closer, the thud of her steps vibrating

through me with every waking moment.

"Open your eyes."

"Please." I beg.

"Open your eyes." She repeats, harsher, sterner, with anger dripping

from the tip of her tongue.

So without any other choice, I do.

I don't think any moment could have prepared me for such a sight—

knocking the air out of me as my knees go weak, buckling beneath

my weight. The ground beneath me spun violently but I stayed in

place, watching everything slip out of my grip as my eyes focus on

her, standing before me in a black sweater under an armoured vest.

She was just as tall as me, just as big, just as broken. Her once warm

brown hair, then completely black— chopped o  by her shoulders

and her scars– it peppered her bare arms, and some parts of her face.

I kept trying to search for something I knew, looking at every inch of

her trying to dig up even a fragment of the girl I le  behind but there

was nothing. I could see her face, I still knew her but all at once she

felt so foreign, like we were meeting for the first time. Her eyes were

darker, the innocence that once existed was torn to shreds and

replaced with nothing but vile anger, revulsion, hatred— hatred for

me.

"What did they do to you?" I manage to push out, the anguish in my

voice was impossible to hide.

"No. This is what you did." Her words cut into me, burying right at my

chest and twisting with every syllable.

She takes another step closer, her face stone cold and unflinching as

she's only inches away. I want to tell her everything, my bones ached

to plead for her attention, for her to listen— but I was rendered

speechless. The weight of the situation crushed me in place,

paralyzing, helpless as her hand harshly cups my chin, fingertips

digging into my skin with volatile hunger.

"You did this to me." She repeats, her eyes never leaving mine as her

grip shi s to my throat, pinning me harshly against the lab wall with a

pained thud.

"Why couldn't you stay gone? Why'd you have to come find me?" She

seethes of anger, her dark eyes piercing through my soul with so

much intensity I could almost feel sick.

"I want to– to help y–you." I croak out amidst the numbing pain on

my neck, but she only looks back at me in o ense, in disbelief.

"Help me? You le  us. You le  me and they took everything." She

staggers, like her words were just as di icult to release on her end.

"I did— I did it to save you." I manage to get out amidst her tight grip,

her fingers pressing in and nearly closing my airwaves.

"You're a liar. You saved yourself." She spits, scarred brows furrowing

in agony as the door beside us bursts open.

Before I could even blink, Lara's grip slips away as I watch her fly

across the room and slam into the tables. The sound of shattering

glass and ruckus fills the silence as Lara groaned in pain, laying in a

sea of broken beacons and crumpled papers as my eyes snap to

Wanda, who stood by the entrance with her magic whisping between

her fingertips and blood dripping from her forehead. In one swi

motion, she sends the cupboards filled with beacons and tools

crashing down onto Lara, keeping her down.

"Stop— Stop!" I scream at her as she buckles in place, pain filling her

eyes as she grabs the wall for stability.

Then I feel a bullet bury through me, the scorching sensation taking

me by surprise as I snap to Lara, who was propped up on her elbow

with a pistol pointed my way— which she then points at Wanda.

Without another thought, I dive to stand in front of the wounded

witch, taking at least six shots to the back as I lead her out of the

room, instantly meeting Steve and Natasha's horrified eyes at the end

of the hallway. The gunshots were still going when Steve rushes to

Wanda's aid, an arm wrapping around her waist to keep her up as she

falls limp in his grip.

"Get her out." I instruct him, which Nat backs up as I turn around to

deal with Lara, who was stumbling out of the lab with a look of dark

determination in her eyes.

"Plan B?" Natasha asks by my side, her gun already drawn as I glance

her way.

"Plan B."

I bolted first, heading right for Lara and tackling her by the torso. We

fly to the ground, her punches landing with unexpected strength that

knocks the wind out of me. Lara quickly flips us over, hovering on top

of me as she pulls out a knife from a holder by her ankle, driving it

into my right shoulder before turning to block Natasha's hits,

promptly getting a hold of her leg and tossing her agains the wall.

The knife stayed in my shoulder, the obstacle rendering me unable to

heal as I pull it out with di iculty, ignoring the paralyzing pain it came

with. As i got up, I went to grab her from behind— her back turned to

me as she went head to head with Natasha who already had the

syringe concealed in her hand. As i get her in a headlock, she pulls

another gun from her holster and fires it right at my arm, taking

advantage of the fleeting pain and slipping out of my grip.

Natasha tries to get the syringe in, but Lara catches her hand, yanking

her against the glass that peered into the lab and throwing a punch

that Natasha is able to dodge— but her punch shatters the glass. The

glass I couldn't break myself. A er a few more minutes of throwing

and taking hits, Natasha and I found ourselves on the ground,

heaving and exhausted as Lara cocked a gun right at Natasha's head.

"You can't die... but she can." Lara bitterly smirks and just in time,

Steve's shield knocks her back— sending her flying to the floor along

with her gun as the rest of the team come to our aid and yet before

they could even reach us, the lights go out once more.

"Stay away from me." Lara breathes in the dark as all of us scramble

for any kind of illumination.

James provides us with light from his suit, shining down on us as

Sam and Steve both assess Nat and I. As expected, Nat was more

roughed up than I was. Her face was bruised, her pale cheek

plastered with shallow cuts and still, the syringe laid broken and

wasted by her side. The lights power on again only moments, mere

seconds later and she was gone.

Lara was gone.

"Sam, Rhodey, find her." Steve instructs them both as they promptly

fly out without question, leaving the three of us in the chaotic

hallway.

"What happened? That was her, wasn't it?" Steve was kneeling

between Natasha and I, worry plastered on his face as I find my way

up to my feet without any help.

"Yeah."

Steve props Natasha up, keeping a steady arm around her as he leads

us back to the main entrance. To my surprise, we pass a handfull of

knocked out agents scattered in the hallways that were just as messy

as ours. I thought we were alone, but I keep my mouth shut. We find

our way out, the jet already waiting as Steve boards first with Natasha

on his arm. Defeated and utterly tired, I take one last glance around

the dark trees, knowing that somewhere out there was a girl I used to

know— a girl I grew up with— a girl that despised me.

Sam and James land by the entrance, both looking exhausted and

defeated as they look to me with melancholy in their eyes. James

places a hand on my shoulder as he passes me and Sam only shakes

his head, indicating that they found nothing. Once again, she was

gone. I head into the jet, eyes instantly finding Wanda, who was laid

out onto the seats as Vision sat by her side, the most concerned I had

ever seen him since we met.

"We were ambushed." Steve sighs, a hand hanging by the handle

above the control panel as he looks out, clearly taking the loss to

heart.

"The bio-hazards?" Natasha asks, taking a seat by the head despite

Steve's arguments that she was in no condition to pilot.

"It was never there. It was a trap." James chimes in, stepping out of

his iron suit and joining us by the middle.

"Lexa, were you able to talk to her?" Steve asks, whipping around to

look at me, the way everyone did as they waited for a reply.

"No. She just attacked."

"We need to go before more of them come. Vis, how's Wanda? Can

she make the flight back?" Steve calls out, walking over to where they

sat as I took my place in the corner, despondence looming over me at

the events that had just unfolded.

You did this. You le .

I did it to save them, I did it to save her— I could have never known

that they'd take her too. I wanted to scream, to rip out my memories

and show her myself. I didn't go because I wanted to, every night i

dreamt of coming home— I had every plan to come home but I saw it

in her eyes, all the anger, I see it in mine all the time. She didn't

believe a word that came out of my mouth and she wasn't going to.

And so we sat there, Wanda unconscious and bloodied, Natasha

covered in bruises and the rest feeling just as defeated— and it was all

my fault. All of it, for nothing, all of us coming back empty handed

with only bruises to remember it by.

I couldn't keep my eyes away, every time they would dri  back to

Wanda, her green eyes hooded by her lids— dried blood peppering

her forehead all I could feel was my heart sinking in place. All to save

me, all to save me from what I've done, what i've created. Against my

better judgement, I rise to my feet, hesitantly making my way to

Wanda as Vision notices my approach, his eyes meeting mine as I

come to a stop at arm's length.

"Is she going to be okay?" I ask so ly, my words almost lingering with

shame as Vision rises to his feet, o ering me the seat at Wanda's

head.

"Yes. She'll be taken care of immediately at the compound, right now

she just needs to rest." He says gently, giving me a small smile before

walking away.

I stand over her for a few moments, my heart lodging at my throat at

the sight of her— so bloodied and bruised. To an extent, as much as

i'd hate to admit, I felt a looming sense of responsibility for her state,

for what she su ered at the hands of my sister. Despite my coldness,

she still tried to save me. She could have easily walked away, gotten

Steve or Nat or anyone else to come in there and get me out– but she

did it. She did it with whatever strength she had le .

And I wanted to hate it, I really did.

Her red coat layed upon her body, acting as a blanket as my eyes

gloss over her rings, bruised knuckles sitting below her jewelry as I

take a hesitant seat at the spot Vision le  me. I didn't even want to be

there, I didn't want to look at her and feel the guilt— because guilt is

the hardest emotion to wash away. It's worse than love, than

happiness or anger, guilt plants deep roots. It lingers, it stains you to

your core. It's the whole reason why I never look back on a mission, I

never take second glances at the destruction i've caused— because

then i'd feel it all.

And in that moment, I felt everything.

"I told you not to make it harder." I sigh into a tired whisper, slouching

over and settling my chin upon my intertwined fingers as I look down

at Wanda, her chest rising and falling in a steady beat. That was

consolation, at least.

"Why can't you be as cruel as the version of you in my head? It was

easier that way. It was easier than this." I utter so ly, chest falling

with every word.

"I thought it'd be easy that you didn't remember— but it's all the

same."

An unfamiliar sensation washes over me, trembling in my bones was

a feeling that blindsided me. I wanted to touch her— to feel her there,

to hold onto any saving grace that I wasn't the monster I am that put

her there, that constantly berated someone who still, at a critical

time, didn't think twice about staying by my side. It ate me up,

tearing me inside out sitting there, just waiting.

I felt defeated— in every sense of the word. My greatest nightmares

had just been confirmed, Wanda and Nat were hurt and I didn't even

get the chance to tell Lara the truth. I couldn't even stomach telling

Steve, telling anyone of our conversation. In my head, I was still

sinking in denial. In my head, as long as I don't say it out loud— It's

not as real as it needs to be.

"Hey, you good?" Sam approaches, plopping down on the seat across

from Wanda and I, his armor stripped down to only a simple shirt and

jeans. He looked exhausted too.

"I never wanted anyone to get hurt." It comes out so ly, like a pained

whisper.

"It's part of the job description. Don't take on the blame alone,

everyone here knew what we were signing up for." He reassures

swi ly, shi ing to lay down as well as he cushions his head upon his

palms.

"So, die hard back there— she's your sister?" Sam hums, glancing at

me from where he laid. Any day before, I would have answered with

no hesitation— maybe even pride but as I sat there amidst the

a ermath, It felt wrong.

It felt like I was lying.

"Barely but yeah."

"Is she like you? Y'know— same powers and everything." He asks

lightly.

"I'm not sure but she's... she's strong. Stronger than me." I admit, the

visual of her gloved fist shattering the glass replaying in my head in a

torturous loop.

"You know... I've got a sister too. Younger than me and all that, in

some ways I get that they can be a pain in the ass. I mean— mine isn't

a murderous assassin but she does make me wanna shoot myself

sometimes." He chuckles so ly, eyes sparkling with his memories as I

sat in slight awe of his warmth, his ability to sit there and smile

amidst such a bitter atmosphere. a1

"Do you... see her o en?" I engage, hoping I don't sound like a doe

eyed kid hung up on his words.

"As much as I can, I try. She's not the biggest fan of my line of work

but... we keep in touch." He replies casually, staring up at the ceiling

as I keep my eyes on him.

"Look, our situations are worlds apart but I'd like to believe that

siblings will always have that special bond. I hope you get another

chance and I hope she comes around, y'know, for our sake too." He

hums, sending me a small smile before closing his eyes and leaving

me to my own thoughts once more.

I don't know how long I sit there, glancing over at Wanda ever so

o en, trying to subdue the gnawing guilt, the loss, the anger and pain

of the downpour of events. There was a part of me that wanted to

talk to her, that wanted to go back to drowning in that alcohol fuelled

courage, or cowardice and just be unwaveringly real without the

looming consequence of feeling the walls close in.

A er a while, Wanda shi s by my side— and I hold my breath. Almost

immediately, i'm knelt on the ground right next to her, waiting for

something— anything to do, to help. Vision approaches almost

instantly, standing over Wanda with just as much anticipation and

worry as her hands weakly find me, the cold of her rings contrasted

so much with the warmth her skin radiated as delicate fingers cup my

cheek.

I freeze, not even a single breath escaping from my lips as she keeps

her eyes closed, small, breathy groans slipping out as her palm

presses gently against my jaw. I could feel Vision looking at the

interaction, his gaze darting prominently through the scene before

him as Wanda shi s once more, her hand falling to my shoulder as

her mouth parts ever so slightly.

"Vis?" She mumbles, her strained tone filling my ears as I look up at

Vision— who almost seemed apologetic.

So I gently step away, catching Wanda's tired hand in my own as

Vision takes my place by the floor. I could tell he wanted to say

something, he looked at me with so much hesitance— but I didn't

give him a chance. I only placed Wanda's hand in his, and walked

away. I found my previous place on the other end of the jet, a clear

view of Wanda slowly regaining consciousness with Vision by her side

as Steve promptly walks over, taking a seat right next to me much like

he did hours prior.

"She saved me, y'know." I so ly sigh, eyes unfaltering from the two

across as Steve does the same, following my line of sight.

"She didn't have to. I mean— I can't die. She could have le , she

probably should have le  but she didn't." I add, shaking my head as a

dry, bitter chuckle falls from my lips.

"She's a good kid. She was just like you when we met, maybe even

worse. She threw me down a flight of stairs, practically gave the

entire team nightmares too but she's got a good heart, been through

a lot but it's good. I've never seen her stop trying." Steve replies with

an air of pride, the side of his lips twitching up into a small smile as

he turns to look at me.

"Who she was before and who she is now— they're entirely di erent.

Maybe that's why she doesn't remember you, trauma takes a toll on

your mind and you two didn't exactly meet in the best place." He tries

to reason, his words delivering with uncertainty and caution.

"I'm not— It's not because of that. I'm glad she doesn't remember." I

stumble over my words, deviating from Steve's eyes as I realize

Wanda was awake and her hand was still in Vision's.

"So why do you still look at her like you expect her to?"

By the time we arrive back at the compound, Wanda was fully

conscious and of course, being tended to by Vision. Maria and a few

agents greeted us by the launch pad, the agents immediately going to

lead the red headed witch to the clinic along with a very

uncooperative Natasha, who insisted that she didn't need any

treatment and that she was 'absolutely fine' . She was limping the

entire way in, but sure, totally fine. a1

The rest of the team were led up to the conference room by Maria,

who was being briefed by Steve the entire journey. Vision opted to

watch over Wanda, parting from the rest of us as we arrive at the

room. A man stood by the head of the table, donning a long black

coat and an eye patch. His face immediately lights up when he spots

me, almost like he was intrigued by my presence as we all took our

respective seats. a1

"Ms. Kovacs, nice to meet you in person this time— and not through

reports of you trying to choke one of our top agents. The name's

Fury." He nods my way, eventually taking a seat as well as the

holographic screen behind him powers up.

"I'm told you all made contact with... Lara Kovacs." Nick hums,

squinting down at the compilation of files in his hand.

"We caught a glimpse of her, yes. Wanda, Nat and Lexa were the ones

engaged in combat while the rest of us were ambushed by HYDRA

agents." Steve promptly speaks up, his blonde hair in a disheveled

mess as he sat right by my side.

"We're you able to communicate with your sister, Ms. Kovacs?" Fury

turns his attention back to me, expectant eyes settled my way as I

shi  uncomfortably.

"Not really. She... attacked immediately." I reply, deviating from his

gaze.

"If you all don't know by now, the bombing was a trap. As of right

now, we don't have a clear motive as to why HYDRA would

intentionally want to grab our attention but the good news is, we

were able to pull more information on Lara Kovacs." My ears instantly

perk up at his words, watching as he sets the papers down and the

screen behind him flashes a picture I had never seen before.

It looked quite like a mug shot, her eyes surrounded by dark circles,

the scars on her face were still minimal, her hair cascaded past her

shoulders and she still looked younger— closer to the girl I could

recognize. The picture cuts o  at her chest, but I knew that jumpsuit

like the back of my hand. It was the one I had to wear when they were

putting me through countless experiments daily, when I'd be so worn

out, so weak that the guards would have to drag me by my arms back

to my holding cell.

Her full name came up, her age, all of which I knew beforehand

already. Then my eyes gloss over words that halt my breath, hitting

me again like a punch to the gut. I went over it about a hundred

times, trying to understand— to grasp the newfound information.

Years Active: 5

Abilities: Regeneration, Strength and Electrical Manipulation.

Estimated Mission Count: 231

But missions, they didn't really mean missions. I'd know it all too

well, that about ninety percent actually meant the amount of people

she killed. Missions without human casualties were extremely rare—

I'd even consider myself lucky if i got through a day without the

burden of watching somebody take their final breath. A million

di erent emotions were coarsing through me, the conversations

faded into white noise as the words on the screen became everything

my world revolved around.

Five years.

I felt betrayed, manipulated— like I had to watch all I had sacrificed

turn to ash and dirt. I wonder if I had been brave enough, smart

enough, if I had been better– maybe I could have saved her. The

anger wasn't the kind that sparked me to spiral, the anger fled more

to exhaustion, to defeat, like all I wanted— all I could do was fall to

my knees and douse myself in disappointment and regret.

"Can I be excused?" I speak up out of nowhere, cutting the

conversation into silence as all eyes turn to me.

"You should be here for debriefing." Maria was the first to chime in,

sitting right next to Fury with a pointed stare.

"I'm really tired. I can— I'll catch up with Steve tomorrow." I stammer,

looking to Steve in the hopes that he'd back me up— that he'd

understand.

"I'll get her up to date tomorrow." Steve shoots me a small nod,

turning to Fury and Maria who look conflicted by our terms.

"Okay." Fury finally agrees and without a second thought, I rise from

my seat and walk out of the room. I keep my eyes ahead, unable to

look at anyone aside from the ground as shame begins to pour over

me.

I was being briefed about my own sister, about somebody I thought I

knew inside out— somebody who used to represent peace and hope.

Now, when I hear her name all that pulls me is despair, loss, grief, in

the span of a day my light at the end of a long and dark tunnel

became darkness itself and that was something nobody could ever

teach you to cope with.

I don't go back to my room.

My feet bring me to the elevator and before I could even unpack what

it meant, I was standing outside the clinic— or lab or whatever they

call it. Nat and Wanda were inside, with Wanda stretched out on the

bed getting stitches and Nat conversing with one of the doctors, the

few cuts on her face bandaged up. I stood there, watching through

the glass in silence, trying so hard to piece something— anything

together. It was as if I was standing in the middle of a storm, a mix of

emotions being blown my way over and over before I could even find

shelter.

"She's going to be alright." Vision speaks up from beside me,

apparently having been waiting as well as he mimicked my position,

gazing into the room.

"I know."

"Are you?" He asks, opting to keep his eyes glued to the scene inside

as I struggle to find my words.

"I'm not sure how to answer that right now." I sigh so ly, making do

with what I can at such a tumultuous time.

"I am... sorry, for what you're going through. I can't begin to imgine

how you're feeling." He glances my way, so  eyes looking down upon

me as I only watch him through the subtle reflection on the glass.

"How is it possible to mourn someone who is still alive?" It comes out

almost as a whisper, so shaky and so  and afraid as I kept my eyes

ahead.

"When your memory of them dies, I suppose. Grief is not reserved for

the dead, there are many ways to lose a person. Although, I am

speaking from observation, I haven't quite lived enough to know

what it's like." He replies cordially, turning to look back at Wanda who

was then sitting up on her bed, being examined by the doctor while

Nat stands in the sidelines.

"I think you have. Today, I saw how worried you were." I bring up with

hesitance, turning to look at Vision.

"So were you." He so ly replies.

"I'm not— I just don't like unnecessary casualties." I quickly fire back,

tearing my eyes away as Nat spots me from inside, tilting her head as

if to ask if I was alright.

I o er her a small smile.

"Wanda is... incredibly strong and compassionate, I'd like to believe

she did what she thought was appropriate at the moment. Despite

that, It was out of your control." Vision reassures rather flatly, tugging

at my unsaid fears as his steady tone filling my ears. Wanda then

looks our way, curiosity swimming in her green eyes as a bandage sat

above her le  eyebrow.

Out of my control. I wish it were that easy.

"Compassion has no place in times of danger, Vision. You have to

save yourself. She didn't, she stayed there— even when I warned her

so many times." The frustration inadvertently bleeds upon my tone,

coming out harsher than I had intended as Vision only looked at me,

as calm as he always is.

"You don't seem to like her very much and yet you care, quite a lot."

He points out, more like an observation than anything else as I subtly

tense up at his remark. I feel my body go cold, like a deer caught in

the headlights.

"I don't. Like I said, unnecessary casualties." It slips out in an obvious

rush, all in one breath.

"If you truly meant that, you wouldn't be standing here with me."

Vision hums, my head snapping to him as I scramble to find anything

to throw back— to defend myself.

"Are you okay? Do you need to be checked?" Nat grabs my attention,

stepping out of the lab and looking to me with worried eyes.

"I'm invincible, remember?" I chuckle dryly, thankful for the timely

distraction as melancholy peeks through my feigned playfulness,

hoping Nat would take my words in stride.

"It wasn't your fault." She immediately says, like she was only stating

facts— like it was real.

Like she could tell.

You did this. You le .

"Yeah." I sigh, o ering Nat a half hearted smile to put an end to such

an agonizing topic.

"Vision, could you help Wanda down to her room?" Nat turns to

Vision, instructing him with smooth confidence as he complies,

walking around us and entering the lab.

I watch them through the glass, conversing as he takes her hand in

his while she tries to steady herself on her feet. I couldn't help but

notice the lack of her rings as their fingers intertwine, Vision placing a

steady hand on her waist as he promptly guides her every step. She's

smiling up at him, smiling like she hadn't gotten hurt— like she

wasn't bandaged up and bruising because of the consequences of my

mistakes. She's smiling like solace only existed in his eyes, and I can't

bring myself to look away.

"It's okay to care." Nat breaks the silence, taking Vision's prior spot

next to me as she watches them as well.

"No, I—"

"Steve told me. I know your history with her." She reveals, my head

snaps to her as her words sink in— fear and uncertainty lingering in

my eyes. a1

"Before you freak out, I pushed him to talk. I felt like something was

up, you were harsher to her than anyone else here. I figured there

might be a reason." Natasha adds instantly, observant eyes looming

over me with anticipation as I stood there, almost speechless.

"She doesn't have to know, Nat." It comes out more like a plea, if i'm

being honest it probably is.

"Of course I won't be the one to tell her but... why don't you?"

Natasha asks curiously as we both watched Vision lead her our way,

heading for the exit.

"Because it won't change a thing."

Vision and Wanda both walk out, with his arm still firmly around her

waist as they halt by the door, both turning to us. Wanda's eyes linger

on me, I could practically hear the gears turning in her head, trying to

find the words to say as she clutches Vision's hand for support.

"Whatever you did back there... don't do it again." I beat her to the

punch, my rushed words filling the thickening silence as I step around

them, not even giving her a chance to respond before I'm already

halfway down the hall and stepping into an elevator with a sinking

heart.

Finally, I make it to my floor without a breath, practically barging into

my room as I slam the door with a thud. I stood there for a few

moments, back pressed up against the door and my heart in my gut

as I tried— I really tried to understand what was happening. I felt like

all the information was slowly seeping into my lungs, and while it

hurt to breathe I still couldn't fully understand why.

People always say big changes take a while to settle in, but it felt like I

was stuck in the middle ground. Numb and hurting all at once,

floating in a space that was uneasy and unnerving and confusing, like

when I'd get close to understanding what I was feeling I'd suddenly

get pulled back a thousand steps.

So that's how the rest of the week goes.

Me, a huge lethargic mess, laying in bed for hours as my thoughts

occupy every inch of me like a puzzle I was so desperate to

unscramble. Then one night, Steve shows up, in usual Steve fashion

to always appear where he's needed. He stands by my door,

expectant eyes on me along with a gentle smile.

"I feel like I haven't seen you in months." He says, arms crossed upon

his chest as his eyes stay trained on me.

"That's because i'm actually in hibernation." I reply, sarcasm evident

in my tone as Steve releases a small chuckle.

"So that's why Nat's been extra moody. She's taking on all your

training sessions." Steve hums in amusement, pushing himself o  the

frame as he swipes my sweater from the chair, promptly tossing it my

way.

"Come on, don't bail on me tonight. We both need this." He says as

the fabric lands flat on my face. I begrudgingly get up, slipping the

sweater on and following Steve out the door.

"Steve." I hesitantly call out, only halfway down the stairs that led to

the training rooms. Steve stops in his tracks, turning to me with a

confused hum as I take in a deep breath.

"This is going to sound really weird but... could you find a way up to

the roof?" I muster out, my words only seemingly fuelling his

confusion as he stood speechless before me.

"Look, I know it's been a really tough week. Whatever you're planning

to do up there, I can promise it's not—" a1

"What are you talking about?" I cut o  his impromptu speech, the

bewilderment clear on my face as he falls back into silence.

"Well, I just thought..." Steve begins awkwardly, motioning with his

hands as the dots began to connect.

"I don't know if you've forgotten but I can't exactly die. I could jump

o  the roof a hundred times and i'd waltz back inside the building

without as much as a scratch." I almost had to stifle a laugh at the

realization evidently washing over Steve, sinking him into shame as

his mouth parts slightly.

"Oh... yeah. I forgot." He smiles nervously, a hand rubbing at his nape

as amusement swirls in my eyes.

"Okay now that we have that out of the way, I can't leave. Maria is

going to be on my ass if I even take one step outside those doors but

I... I feel trapped. I can't breathe." It almost physically hurt to say it

out loud, vulnerability was a weakness I wasn't sure i'd ever be used

to. Steve watches with empathy glossing over his features, warm blue

eyes looking back at me as he eventually nods.

"Yeah, I think I can help."

A er an array of hallways and Steve telling me to hush, we finally

make it to a staircase somewhere at the west end of the building. At

the top, was a door guarded by chains and a lock that barely even

stops Steve, who uses his bare hands to rip the metal apart as the

sound of the metal shards hitting the floor echo o  the walls. In one

swi  push, Steve leads me up to the roo op, riddled with vents and

generators but still more liberating than every inch of the building I

stood above.

"Not bad, huh?" Steve smiles, giving me a small nudge as we

approach the railings that placed us in perfect view of the lake.

"Thanks." I sigh, o ering my best smile in return despite the

exhaustion within me.

"So how do you feel?" Steve asks, hunching over to rest his forearms

on the metal rails.

"Honestly, I don't know." I sigh.

"That's expected, a lot happened." He hums, looking back out to the

water as the cold night air blankets us both.

"I really thought i'd have something to come back to, Steve." I mimick

his position, keeping my eyes ahead as I spoke because I was afraid

that if Steve looked at me, really looked at me, he'd know.

"All those years I was... so unhappy, doing things that made me feel

less like me and more like... some sort of fucked up lab experiment

and the only thing that got me through it was thinking someday I'd

come home to my family and by some miracle, i'd have a shot at a

normal life." I could feel his eyes on me, practically burning a hole at

the side of my head.

"Then I saw her and... it's like she didn't even know me." I breathe out

in defeat, thankful that most of my weight relied on the rails because

my knees could give out with just how tired I felt.

"I went through something similar a few months ago with my... best

friend, the last person alive from my old life, the life I had before all of

this— before the serum, before the ice. When I found out he was alive,

I thought for once I wouldn't feel so... out of touch? Alone? I don't

know." He dismisses, straightening his posture as he swi ly turns

around, his back leaning against the rails with his arms crossed over

his chest. a1

"I found him and he... didn't know who I was. Didn't even know who

he was. It always comes with that disappointed feeling, like losing the

last person in the world who truly understood you. It's not... easy, of

course you know that but I don't want to lie to you. It doesn't get

easier." Steve begins with a small shrug, his steady, gentle voice filling

the air.

"There's always going to be that empty feeling, like you're missing

something. I guess, in time we just learn to get used to it. To live with

it, there's no other choice but to keep going." He completes. There

was a sadness to his voice I had never heard before, like a piece of his

pain shone through his words.

As shitty as it sounds, it was a tad comforting to know he was hurting

too. I don't mean that in a malicious way, it's more of the thought

that even though our problems and experiences were miles apart, we

shared a shred of the same kind of pain. It made me feel less alone

and the last place I thought i'd ever find such comfort was in the

hands of Captain America himself, who I admittedly thought was

incredibly annoying at first.

"Do you always have these speeches at the ready? I feel like you'd be

the type to keep a journal solely for motivational monologues." I

chuckle so ly, trying to lighten the thickening atmosphere as Steve

releases a so  laugh.

"You got me. I have one for every occasion, in alphabetical order of

course." He playfully replies.

"You have one for someone who wants to die but is physically

incapable of doing so?" I hum, stepping away from the rails and

turning to him.

"I have to check but i'm pretty sure I do. Let me try and remember it, I

think it goes something like ' life is a gi ...'" He jokingly begins,

looking up to the sky for dramatic e ect as I wave him o .

"Please, I feel like my ears are going to bleed." I roll my eyes as Steve

so ly laughs, shaking his head right as the sound of his phone ringing

paints the air.

Steve promptly fishes it out of his pocket, his smile dwindling down

to nothing as conflict smears on his face. He motions for me to wait,

shooting me an apologetic look before taking the call and jogging

back to the door we came from, leaving me and the moon all alone

once more.

I turn back to the water, visions from that fateful day flashing in my

mind without warning. My thoughts were still a mess, despite all the

help Steve has been. I tried to focus on something, anything else. I

look out to the water, closing my eyes and imagining the waves

swallowing me whole, covering every inch of my body as gravity

disspates beneath my feet. I wonder if I'd ever find something as

peaceful as the thought of closing my eyes and fading away, washing

with the waves into an endless sea that takes me in and never spits

me out.

"That's a pretty dark thought." A voice that was neither mine nor

Steve's fills the air, cementing me in place as realization takes over.

"Stay out of my head, Wanda."

Continue reading next part 
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